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1 Introduction

This is a brief survey of the theory of real forms of Lie groups.
We will always start with a connected, complex reductive group G =

G(C). We are interested in real groups G(R) whose complexification is G(C).

Example 1.1 SupposeG(C) = SL(2,C). Then we can takeG(R) = SL(2,R)
(the split form). This means: G(R) is the fixed points of the anti-holomorphic
involution σs(g) = g. On the Lie algebra level, sl(2,C)⊗R C = sl(2,C).

We can also take G(R) = SU(2) (the compact form). This is the fixed
points of the antiholomorphic involution σc(g) = tg−1.

Example 1.2 Suppose G = GL(n,C). The split form is GL(n,R), and
the compact form is U(n). We also have the groups U(p, q), preserving a
symmetric Hermitian form of signature (p, q): {g ∈ GL(n,C) | gJp,qtg = Jp,q
where Jp,q = diag(Ip,−Iq).

Are there any others? Only 1 (or 0): if n is even, there is the group
GL(n/2,H), also known as U∗(n), where H is the quaternions.

Theorem 1.3 (Cartan) Fix a compact real form σc of G(C). That is σc is
anti-holomorphic, and G(R)σc is compact. This exists, and is unique up to
conjugation by G(C).

Now suppose θ is a holomorphic involution of G. Then some conjugate of
θ commutes with σc. After replacing θ by such a conjugate, define σ = θ ◦σc.
Then σ is an antiholomorphic involution of G. This defines a bijection:

{θ | holomorphic, θ2 = 1}/G↔ {σ | anti− holomorphic, σ2 = 1}/G
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Definition 1.4 A real form of G is a G-conjugacy class of holomorphic in-
volutions.

By the Theorem this is equivalent to the usual definition of real form,
which is a G-conjugacy class of anti-holomorphic involutions. We say the
holomorphic involution θ is the Cartan involution of the real form.

Example 1.5 The Cartan involution is the identity if and only if G(R) is
compact. It is the Chevalley involution (i.e. inverse on a Cartan subgroup)
if and only if G(R) is split.

The Cartan involution of U(p, q) is conjugation by diag(Ip,−Iq).

2 Compact Inner Class

There is an exact sequence

1→ Int(G)→ Aut(G)→ Out(G)→ 1

where Int(G) = G/Z(G) = Gad is the adjoint group, or group of inner
automorphism, Aut(G) is all (holomorphic) automorphisms, and Out(G) is
defined to be Aut(G)/Int(G). If τ ∈ Aut(G) is an involution then so is its
image in Out(G).

If g ∈ G let int(g)Int(G) be the corresponding inner automorphism:
int(g)(y) = gyg−1.

Definition 2.1 We say two involutions θ, θ′ of G are in the same inner
class, or inner to each other, if they have the same image in Out(G). In
other words

θ′ = θ ◦ int(g)

for some g ∈ G.

Exercise 2.2 Show that the involution θ(g) = tg−1 of SL(n,C) is inner if
and only if n = 2.

We’ll focus on the compact inner class of real forms.

Definition 2.3 A strong real form of G, in the compact inner class, is a
G-conjugacy class of elements g such that g2 ∈ Z(G).
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If x ∈ G is a strong real form, θx = int(x) is an involution of G.

Lemma 2.4 The map x → θx is a surjection from the set of strong real
forms to the set of real forms of G (in the compact inner class).

This is immediate.
For simplicity suppose G is semisimple. Fix a Cartan subgroup H, let

h = lie(H) ' Cn, and consider the exponentional map exp : h→ H.

Definition 2.5

X∨∗ =
1

2πi
ker(exp)

P∨ =
1

2πi
exp−1(Z(G))

This is equivalent to the algebraic groups definition of the lattices. In par-
ticular

exp : X∗\P∨ ' Z(G)

and also
R∨ ⊂ X∗ ⊂ P∨

where X∗(H) is the co-character lattice

Exercise 2.6 Fix a Cartan subgroup H of G. Show that the set of strong
real forms of G, in the compact inner class, is in bijection with

(
1

2
P∨\X∗)/W.

Exercise 2.7 Let G = Sp(2n,C). Show that every strong real form of G is
conjugate to either diag(Ip,−Iq, Ip,−Iq) (p+ q = n) or diag(iI,−iI).

If x = diag(Ip,−Iq, Ip,−Iq) (p + q = n) show that Gθx ' Sp(2p,C) ×
Sp(2q,C). On the other hand if g = diag(iI,−iI) show that Gθx ' GL(n,C).

If θ is the Cartan involution of a real form, then K(C) = G(C)θ is a
complex group. Also θ commutes with the corresponding antiholomorphic
σ, so θ acts on G(R), and G(R)θ is a maximal compact subgroup of G(R). In
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other words we have the following picture:

G(C)

σ
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θ
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K(C) = G(C)θ

σ

**UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU
G(R) = G(C)σ

θ
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K(R) = G(R)θ = K(C)σ

Here is the example of U(p, q):

GL(n,C)
σ
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θ
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GL(p,C)×GL(q,C)
σ

))SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
U(p, q)

θ
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U(p)× U(q)

Exercise 2.8 The groups in the previous exercise are Sp(p, q) and Sp(2n,R).
Draw the corresponding pictures for these groups.

Exercise 2.9 Show that the real forms of SO(2n + 1,C) are parametrized
by p + q = 2n + 1. (These are the groups SO(p, q). Note that G is adjoint,
so strong real forms and real forms are the same.)

Exercise 2.10 What are the strong real forms of SO(2n,C)?

In general the Cartan involutions, and real forms, are given by their Kac
diagram. Here are tables of all real forms (including the noncompact inner
class) of all simple groups.
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